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The paper presents the results of the study aimed at determining the elastoplastic properties of an Al/Cu
bimetallic sheet consisting of aluminum and copper layers, which were joined by cold rolling. The values of
elasticity coefficients in three orthotropic planes as well as the Kirchhoff modulus, and coefficient of internal
friction in the perpendicular direction to the lamination were determined. The subjects of the analysis were
also the values of limit stresses, uniform energy of elastic and plastic strain per unit volume, and coefficients
of the hardening curve and normal anisotropy. The tests were carried out on bimetallic specimens with
varying thicknesses of the copper layer, cut from the Al/Cu sheet in the direction of rolling and in the
direction perpendicular to it. Two methods of determining the directional values of mechanical parameters
were used in the tests, i.e., the uniaxial quasi-static tensile test and the dynamic acoustic resonance method.
It was concluded that these methods made it possible to determine directional elastoplastic properties of the
Al/Cu bimetallic sheet taking into account the variable share of components in the bimetal and the direction
of cutting out specimens from cold-rolled sheet.
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1. Introduction

The design of mechanical structures and processes of plastic
forming require the knowledge of elastoplastic properties of
deformable material. In the case of structurally homogeneous
and isotropic materials, the identification of the mechanical
properties by experiment is relatively easy. The tests carried out
on modern constructional materials, which are characterized by
the heterogeneity of the internal structure and the directional
changeability of the physical properties, are problematic.
Additional difficulties during the tests are their form and shape,
which are usually the results of the previously performed
plastic forming. An example of such a structure may be a
laminated sheet metal manufactured by joining two or more
metal sheets characterized by different physical properties.

There are three basic methods for production of bimetallic
sheets. These are methods related to the casting of one or more
layers of metal to another liquid or solid layer and technologies
using large plastic deformation or non-deforming methods
(welding, spraying) where bonding of metal layers takes place
with the participation of small values of plastic deformation. On

the other hand, Forster et al. (Ref 1) additionally described
modern methods of physical and chemical deposition, elec-
trophoresis and others. An overview of the methods of bimetal
production can also be found in the works of Smith and Celant
(Ref 2), and classification based on the shape of the final
product was presented. The most common and cost-effective
methods of joining metal sheets from different metals are cold
or hot rolling and the explosive method (Ref 3-6).

The problems of deformability of two- and three-layer
metals in the form of sheets and plates are frequently described
in publications, but most of the papers (Ref 7-10) usually pay
attention to technological issues related to the production of
bimetals and the evaluation of their quality, without penetrating
into the stress–strain relations accompanying the elastoplastic
deformation in the joined layers of metals. Processes occurring
at the phase separation interface of bimetallic layers are very
often analyzed (Ref 11-14). The papers of Semiatin and Piehler
(Ref 15), Lee and Kim (Ref 16, 17), Choi et al. (Ref 18) can be
mentioned as publications dealing with mechanical aspects of
deformations of multilayer metals.

Elements made from Al/Cu sheets are widely used in power
engineering, electrical engineering or electronics. They are also
used in the production of everyday objects such as roof and
wall panels, heat exchangers, electrical elements, engraving
plates and kitchen appliances with an induction heater (Ref 2,
19).

The aim of this study was to determine the directional
values of the parameters describing the selected elastoplastic
properties of the Al/Cu metal composite in the form of a
metal sheet taking into account the varying thicknesses of the
copper layer. This involved answering the question of to what
extent does the thickness of the copper layer affect the
elastoplastic properties in the Al/Cu bimetal. The influence of
the bimetal sheet-forming process during rolling on the
directional mechanical parameters of the Al/Cu bimetallic
structures was studied and analyzed. It should be emphasized
that the application of a thicker copper layer in the Al/Cu
sheet increases cost and mass.
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2. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials and Specimens

Three types of specimens were used in experimental tests,
i.e.,

(a) Flat specimens with a ‘‘dog-bone’’ shape, made from
Al/Cu bimetal (Fig. 1a),

(b) Bimetallic Al/Cu specimens in the shape of rectangular
prisms (Fig. 1b),

(c) Aluminum specimens with the shapes and dimensions
described in (a) and (b), obtained from bimetallic sheet,
but completely devoid of the copper layer.

Specimens were formed from strips with nominal dimensions
200 � 25mm, and the final shape was achieved by milling.
Strips were cut from a layered aluminum-copper sheet with
dimensions of 4 � 500� 1000mm in two directions, i.e., in the
rolling direction (0�) and the direction perpendicular to it (90�). It
should be emphasized that, for each individual bimetallic strip,
two specimens of the same thickness, but with a fundamentally
different shape (Fig. 1), were cut out at the same time.

The most numerous group of bimetallic Al/Cu specimens
were machined to reduce the thickness of the copper layer in
comparison with the aluminum layer. This involved reducing
the thickness of the Cu layer by approx. 0.6 mm. Thickness
measurement of individual layers in bimetallic and aluminum
specimens was performed by means of graphical analysis
methods by registering their macroscopic images. The share of
copper in Al/Cu bimetallic specimens, as a percentage,
amounted to, respectively, 0%, 25%, 40%, 45%, 50%.

The main components of the Al/Cu bimetal were M1E-
grade copper and A1-grade aluminum. The mean share of
components in the as-delivered (unprocessed) Al/Cu bimetal, as
a percentage, amounted to Cu—49% and Al—51%. The
bimetallic sheet was obtained by cold rolling an aluminum (A1)
sheet together with a copper (M1E) sheet leading to adhesion.
Before joining, the aluminum and copper sheets were annealed
(recrystallized), and their surfaces were scratch-brushed, in
order to remove oxide layer. The total deformed reduction of
thickness was about 40%, and the rolling process was in a few
passes. The chemical composition of the copper and aluminum
sheets, i.e., the bimetal�s main components, is presented in
Tables 1 and 2. Basic elastoplastic properties of the aluminum
(A1) sheet and copper (M1E) sheet, the components of the
bimetal Al/Cu, after annealing and before joining, are presented
in Table 3. These data were obtained from uniaxial tensile tests

carried out on samples which were cut from the annealed
copper sheet and aluminum sheet in the rolling direction. The
average shear strength of a single-lap Al/Cu bimetallic joint
obtained during shear tests by tension loading was 68.9 MPa at
temperature T = 293 K. Tests were carried out on specially
prepared Al/Cu specimens, based on the procedures of the
ASTM D5656-01 standard (Ref 20). The scanning electron
microscope (SEM) photograph of the connection area of
aluminum and copper layers is shown in Fig. 2. The Al/Cu
bimetal interface in the fabricated sheet (initial state) is not
smooth, and the Al and Cu layers are squeezed into each other
by the rolling mill. For the as-rolled Al/Cu sheet, no cracks and
no intermetallic layer on the interface were observed.

In order to eliminate the asymmetry of the ‘‘dog-bone’’ Al/
Cu specimen�s shape relative to the axis of tensile load,
resulting from the removal of part of the copper layer, metal
plates of a thickness equal to the thickness of the copper layer
that was cut out were glued onto the grip section of specimens.
This procedure minimized the potential non-axiality of load
applied to the specimen during tensile tests.

2.2 Testing Procedure

In order to obtain information about the mechanical
properties of the tested material, uniaxial monotonic tensile
tests were performed on flat specimens (Fig. 1a). Tests were
performed accounting for the direction in which specimens
were cut out from the sheet as well as the guidelines given in
technical standards PN-EN ISO 6892-1:2010 (Ref 21) and
ASTM E8/E8M-15 (Ref 22). Tensile tests were performed at a
constant strain rate of _e ¼ 2� 10�3 1=s and at a constant
temperature of 293 K. Measurement of specimen strain was
taken using two extensometers, of which one was fastened over
the specimen�s gauge length lo ¼ 50mm and the other over its
width b ¼ 12:0mm. All tests were performed on the MTS 858
Mini Bionix testing machine. Based on the tests, basic
elastoplastic properties of the tested materials were determined
for the selected directions (0�, 90�), i.e., elastic limit Rp 0:05,
yield point Rp 0:2, tensile strength Rm, Young�s modulus E,
maximum uniform plastic strain eumax and hardening curve
coefficients n; K; eo. In addition, the specific energy of uniform
elastic strain Le and plastic strain Lp as well as the Lankford
coefficient (Ref 23) of normal anisotropy r was determined. All
of the above mechanical quantities were determined in the
plane of the sheet. In the rolling direction, these quantities are
designated by the index ‘‘RD’’—rolling direction, and in the
direction perpendicular to rolling, the index ‘‘TD’’—transversal
direction, was adopted.

Fig. 1 Geometry of the specimens used in: (a) quasi-static tensile tests and (b) impulse excitation tests. The drawing shows the cutting line for
specimen�s separation
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Due to the nature of the starting material�s shape (Al/Cu
sheet), certain elastic properties of the Al/Cu sheet were
determined using the dynamic method described in standard
ASTM E1876-09 (Ref 24). This method applies an acoustic
resonance frequency analyzer for specimens in the shape of
rectangular prisms (Fig. 1b) also cut out in the rolling direction
(0�) and transversal direction (90�). In this manner, directional
Young�s moduli E, Kirchhoff moduli (coefficients of transverse
elasticity) G, basic resonance frequencies vf ; vt and internal
friction parameters Q�1 were determined. In this case, mea-
surement of these quantities was taken in the direction
perpendicular to the sheet�s plane (along its thickness), and

results were designated by the symbol ‘‘ND’’—normal direc-
tion.

The dynamic method employs the phenomenon of acoustic
resonance, i.e., the phenomenon of rapid growth of the specimen
vibrations (of sound waves) when the frequency of external
stimulus vibrations is nearly the same as the natural vibration
frequency of the tested physical system. This phenomenon is
simultaneously accompanied by attenuation based on reduction
of the amplitude of free vibrations in a vibrating system due to
energy dissipation. The dynamic method makes it possible to
obtain both quantitative information about values of elastic
moduli and qualitative information about the tested material�s
integrity (Ref 25, 26). In the studies of Song et al. (Ref 27), this
material testing technique was successfully used to determine
the elastic constants of the composite epoxy board. Information
on the value of the elastic constant (Young�s modulus) of a metal
composite can also be obtained by using a classical ultrasonic
immersion device (Ref 25).

The essence of measurements taken according to the
resonance method was to induce a small mechanical pulse
(impact of the pulser) and initiate a mechanical wave (vibra-
tions) in the tested specimen. These vibrations had a frequency
spectrum consistent with the resonance frequency of the tested
material, which in turn depended on the material�s elastic
properties as well as on the specimen�s geometry, weight or
density. The resultant vibrations were registered by a transducer
(microphone), which then transmitted to a computer in the form
of an electric signal. Mathematical algorithms of the software
analyzed the spectrum of vibrations and computed values of
resonance frequencies and signal damping. The RFDA basic
1.1 measuring system from the IMCE Company, operating
according to the principle of impulse excitation technique, was
used in this test. Technical information concerning this
measurement technique is given in a work by Roebben et al.
(Ref 28, 29), and analysis of errors in this method is discussed
in a paper by Raggio et al. (Ref 30).

For specimens in the shape of a rectangular prism and
measurements in flexural vibration mode, Young�s modulus is
calculated from the following dependency:

E ¼ 0:9465 � m v2f
b

� �
� L3

t3

� �
T1; ðEq 1Þ

where E—Young�s modulus, m—mass of specimen, L, t,
b—length, thickness, width of specimen, respectively, vf—fun-

Table 1 Chemical composition of the M1E copper layer

Cu + Ag Fe Ni Zn Pb Sn As P Other

%
99.99 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.0005 0.001 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

Table 2 Chemical composition of the A1 aluminum layer

Al Fe Si Cu Mg Mn Ti Zn Other

%
99.72 0.15 0.11 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.005

Table 3 Basic mechanical properties of Al sheet and Cu
sheet in the initial state after annealing (recrystallizing)
before joining (cold rolling)

Type of material

Mechanical property

Rp0:05 Rp0:2 Rm E A5:65

MPa MPa MPa GPa %

Al sheet (0�) 25.9 29.1 72.8 66.3 39.0
Cu sheet (0�) 64.3 74.9 214.0 116.3 52.2
A5:65—ultimate elongation

Fig. 2 SEM photograph of connection area of Al and Cu layers
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damental flexural resonant frequency of specimen, T1—correc-
tion factor for fundamental flexural mode to account for
geometrical parameters of specimen (Ref 31).

When measurement in torsion vibration mode was applied,
the dependency serving for the determination of the Kirchhoff
modulus (shear modulus) is taken in the following form:

G ¼ 4 � L � m � vt
b � t

B

1þ A

� �
; ðEq 2Þ

where G—shear modulus, m—mass of specimen, L, t,
b—length, thickness, width of specimen, respectively, vt—fun-
damental torsion resonant frequency of specimen, B—correc-
tion factor of calculation (Ref 31), A—an empirical correction
factor dependent on the width-to-thickness ratio of test
specimen (Ref 31).

3. Results and Discussion

Engineering curves e–r obtained from tensile tests served
for determination of basic mechanical properties of the tested
bimetallic structures. Examples of the tensile curves of
aluminum and bimetallic Al/Cu specimens for the rolling
direction (0�), throughout the entire range of elastic–plastic
strains, are presented in Fig. 3. In turn, Fig. 4 presents

analogous curves obtained for specimens cut in the direction
perpendicular to the rolling direction (90�). Tensile charts
contain information about copper (Cu) content as a percentage
in the Al/Cu bimetal, with a symbolic designation assigned to
each curve, i.e., 0%, 25%, 40%, 45%, 50%.

Values of mechanical parameters obtained for bimetallic Al/
Cu specimens (without a cut copper layer) and determined for
three directions a ¼ 0�; 45�; 90�: relative to the rolling direc-
tion are given in Table 4.

The shape and progression of tensile curves (Fig. 3 and 4)
were slightly dependent on the direction of the specimen�s
cutting from the sheet. Aluminum (Al) specimens devoid of the
copper layer and bimetallic (Al/Cu) specimens cut in the RD
direction hardened slightly faster than those cut in the TD
direction. The range of non-uniform strains constituted the
majority of the entire elastic–plastic range in the case of all
tested specimens. This indicates high strain anisotropy of
aluminum and copper layers in the Al/Cu bimetal in the sheet
plane, which is due to the forming process (cold rolling), i.e.,
their integration into a single solid. The joining process of the
Al and Cu sheets during cold rolling caused values of limit
stresses Rp0:05, Rp0:2, Rm obtained for the bimetal to be
significantly higher than analogous values obtained for
annealed Al and Cu sheets, while ductility of the bimetal
decreased several times (Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 3, 4).

3.1 Directional Elastic Properties of Al/Cu Sheet

The application of two methods for determining elasticity
moduli made it possible to determine their values in three
directions of the material�s orthotropy. Figure 5 presents
changes in the values of Young�s moduli ERD and ETD in the
plane of the Al/Cu sheet, i.e., in the rolling direction and
transversal direction, accordingly, accompanying the increasing
share of the copper layer fCuð Þ. Points corresponding to
averaged moduli values ERD and ETD, determined for alu-
minum specimens, were plotted on the Y axis. It should be
emphasized that these specimens were subjected to identical
strain (technological) and heat processes to those performed on
the Al/Cu bimetal. The values of ERD and ETD grew nonlinearly
as the share of copper in the Al/Cu bimetal increased. Both
charts have progressions of similar shape. Values of modulus
ETD for the TD direction grew up to a maximum (mean) value
of approx. 112.9 GPa, and of modulus ERD up to approx.
106.5 GPa, which corresponded to approx. 38-39% of the share
of copper in the Al/Cu bimetal. For fCu ¼ 38%, ETD values
were greater than ERD by approx. 7 GPa. Moduli ETD, ERD

decreased after reaching extreme values, while maintaining the
same mutual difference. Therefore, it seems that the rule of
mixtures according to Voigt (Ref 32) inaccurately estimates
Young�s modulus values for the Al/Cu bimetal, as it is based
solely on the elastic moduli values of the components and their
volumetric shares in the bimetal. Voigt�s formula does not
account for the effect of technological processes on the Al/Cu
bimetal�s structure at the stage of its formation. Aluminum
specimens (bimetallic specimens devoid of the copper layer)
had slightly greater values for the TD direction than for RD,
which can be ascribed to different hardening processes of this
material.

Figure 6(a) presents changes in the values of elasticity
moduli (END) of the Al/Cu bimetal in the direction perpendic-
ular to the plane of the Al/Cu sheet. To measure them, the
acoustic resonance method described earlier was applied in

Fig. 3 Examples of engineering tensile curves for specimens cut in
the rolling direction (0�)

Fig. 4 Examples of engineering tensile curves for specimens cut in
the transverse direction to the rolling direction (90�)
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flexural mode. Similarly as in the case of moduli ERD and ETD

obtained from tensile tests, a nonlinear increase in the values of
moduli END is also observed here as fCu increases. This takes
place in specimens cut in both TD and RD directions.
Differences in the values of moduli for both compared
directions are decidedly lower than in the case of ERD and ETD.

In the case of modulus of transverse elasticity GND

(Fig. 6b), where the acoustic resonance method was also
applied in torsion mode, no significant differences in its values
resulting from the choice of direction of cutting specimens from
the sheet�s plane were observed. On both charts (Fig. 6a, b),
during the growth of the fCu value within the 25-50% range, a
slight, nearly linear increase in the values of moduli END and
GND is observed.

Figure 7 illustrates changes of resonance frequencies
accompanying the growth of fCu, registered during the deter-
mination of moduli END, GND. For the tested fCu values, greater
resonance frequency values were obtained for bending than for
torsion. The shape of the progressions of vf ¼ FðfCuÞ and vt ¼
FðfCuÞ were similar in both cases.

Another very important parameter that can be obtained from
measurements employing the impulse excitation technique is
internal friction Q�1. It is defined by the following dependency:

Q�1 ¼ DW
2pW

; ðEq 3Þ

where DW—energy dissipated per unit volume over one cycle,
W—energy stored per unit volume.

In the applied method, the subjects of measurement were
resonance frequencies vf ; vt, which were assigned to vibrations
corresponding to the equation:

xðtÞ ¼ Ae�kt sinð2p vfðtÞ t þ uÞ; ðEq 4Þ

where A;u; k—parameters of Eq 4, vfðtÞ—fundamental flexural
and torsional resonance frequency, t—time parameter.

Internal friction is determined by means of Fourier analysis
and calculated using the formula:

Q�1 ¼ k

p vf ðtÞ
: ðEq 5Þ

Figure 8 presents the change of internal friction Q�1

occurring alongside the growth of the thickness of the copper

Table 4 Basic mechanical properties of Al/Cu bimetal sheet in the initial state

Angle of specimen cut with
respect to rolling direction a, �

Mechanical property

Rp0:05 Rp0:2 Rm E Lp Le eumax

MPa MPa MPa GPa MJ/m3 MJ/m3 …

0 190.7 239.3 249.6 96.3 3.76 0.33 0.010
45 177.1 234.8 247.6 84.2 4.34 0.36 0.008
90 221.5 263.4 267.9 103.1 3.72 0.35 0.007

Fig. 5 Effect of increase in the percentage fraction copper in the
Al/Cu bimetal on values of elastic moduli ERD and ETD

Fig. 6 Influence of the percentage fraction of copper in the Al/Cu
bimetal on the values of elastic modulus END (a) and modulus GND

(b), which were determined in the perpendicular direction to the
plane of sheet Al/Cu
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layer in the Al/Cu bimetal. This parameter was measured in
flexural (Fig. 8a) and torsional (Fig. 8b) modes. In both cases,
dependencies were strongly nonlinear and differentiate Q�1

values measured for the RD and TD directions. In the case of
registration of Q�1 in flexural mode, as fCu increases, the value
of this quantity drops from 5:6� 10�4 to 3:6� 10�4 for RD
specimens and from 4:7� 10�4 to 3:9� 10�4 for TD speci-
mens. In flexural mode, despite their lesser thickness, alu-
minum specimens exhibited a greater value of internal friction
Q�1 than bimetallic specimens did, and TD specimens
displayed a greater value of this parameter than RD specimens
did. Nonlinear reduction of Q�1 alongside the growth of fCu can
be ascribed to changes in the bimetal�s internal structure
induced by the increasing thickness of the copper layer, which
is characterized by lesser internal friction than that of alu-
minum. Besides this, the rolling process resulted in greater
hardening of TD Al/Cu specimens, which had a more
plasticized structure (texture) and attenuated generated vibra-
tions more strongly.

In torsional mode, curves of Q�1 ¼ FðfCuÞ variation exhib-
ited minimums for fCu ¼ 40%, and Q�1 values were similar for
the RD and TD directions. Selection of the proper mode of
measurement (flexural or torsional) determined the range of

Q�1 values, which was characterized by greater values in the
case of bending than in the case of torsion.

Increasing thickness of the copper layer in the bimetal
caused nonlinear growth of the unit energy of elastic strain Le,
which was characterized by greater values for TD compared to
RD (Fig. 9). As fCu grew, the difference in Le value also
increased between RD and TD specimens, amounting to
0:02 MJ/m3 for fCu ¼ 50%:

3.2 Directional Plastic Properties of Materials

Changes in unit specific energy of uniform plastic strain Lp
of RD and TD specimens depending on the share of copper in
the Al/Cu bimetal, as a percentage, are presented in Fig. 10. It
was observed that, as the fCu parameter increases, Lp grows
nonlinearly for both RD and TD specimens. For similar fCu
values, the energy expenditure Lp required for plastic defor-
mation of a unit of the Al/Cu bimetal�s volume was greater for
RD than for TD. The process of axial tension of specimens
within the plastic strain range (Fig. 10) has an energy demand
for deformation of a unit of the tested materials� volume one
order of magnitude greater than within the elastic range
(Fig. 9).

Fig. 7 Variation of the resonance frequencies of the acoustic
signals accompanying the increase in the percentage fraction copper
in the Al/Cu bimetal, which was recorded in the flexural mode (a)
and torsional mode (b)

Fig. 8 Variability of internal friction Q�1 during the increase in the
percentage fraction of copper in Al/Cu bimetal, which was recorded
in the flexural mode (a) and torsional mode (b)
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Limit stress values Rp0:05 and Rp0:2 required to induce
permanent deformation (plastic strain), 0.05 and 0.2%, respec-
tively (Fig. 11a, b), took on a linear configuration as copper
content grew in Al/Cu. However, the values of these stresses
obtained in tests on TD specimens were greater than analogous
values for RD specimens as the value of fCu increased. Similar
dependencies were observed for ultimate tensile strength Rm

and TD and RD specimens for which the goodness of fit of
regression lines to experimental data was significantly better
than for Rp0:05 ¼ FðfCuÞ. In their paper (Ref 18), Lee and Kim
observed similar dependencies between yield point Rp0:2 as well
as tensile strength Rm and the growing share of one of the
components in the aluminum-stainless steel bimetal. They
demonstrated the suitability of the law of mixtures for
estimating Rp0:2 and Rm based on limit stress values obtained
in tests for the components and their volumetric shares in the
composite.

Based on the progression of the dependencies shown in
Fig. 11 and 12, it can be stated that the differences between
Rp0:05, Rp0:2 and Rm for RD and TD increased as copper content
increased in the Al/Cu bimetal, reaching values of 25.6 MPa,
17.1 MPa and 14.2 MPa, accordingly, for fCu ¼ 50%.

The hardening process taking place during tension has a
strong effect on relationships between limit values of stresses
Rp0:05, Rp0:2, Rm, and increasing copper content in Al/Cu.
Swift�s three-parameter equation (Ref 33) in the form below
was applied to observe the hardening process of the Al/Cu
bimetal and aluminum over the course of quasi-static, mono-
tonic tension:

Fig. 9 Variation of elastic strain energy per unit volume Le with
the increase in percentage content of copper in Al/Cu bimetal
volume

Fig. 10 Variation of the uniform strain energy per unit volume Lp
of specimens for RD and TR directions with the increase in the
percentage content of the copper in bimetal Al/Cu

Fig. 11 Variation of the elastic limit Rp0:05 (a) and yield strength
Rp0:2 (b) values corresponding to permanent deformation of 0.05 and
0.2% with increasing copper content in the Al/Cu

Fig. 12 Variability of the tensile strength values Rm with increasing
copper content in the Al/Cu
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rt ¼ K eo þ etð Þn; ðEq 6Þ

where rt, et—true stress and true strain, respectively,
K; n; eo—coefficients of Eq 6.

This equation was successfully applied to describe harden-
ing of aluminum-steel sheet in a work by Parsa et al. (Ref 34).

Coefficients K; n and eo from Eq 6 characterized the degree
of strain hardening of the Al/Cu bimetal and aluminum.
Hardening was the effect of the plastic (technological) strains
during production of the bimetal Al/Cu, i.e., strains occurring in
the Al and Cu layers in the joining process and also during
tensile tests. Values of coefficients K; n and eo obtained for
aluminum and the as-delivered Al/Cu bimetal are presented in
Table 5. Changes in the values of hardening coefficients n and
K resulting from the increasing thickness of the copper layer for
RD and TD are presented in Fig. 13. Within the range of tested
fCu, the mean value of the hardening coefficient n for the RD
Al/Cu bimetal was greater by 0.032 than for TD, and of
coefficient K by 91 MPa. Similar relationships were present for
aluminum (Al) in the tested TD and RD directions, for which
differences with respect to n and K amounted to 0.03 and
90 MPa, respectively. A slight drop in the value of the
hardening coefficient n is observed for both aluminum and the
bimetal as the thickness of the copper layer grows. The second
coefficient, K, in Eq 6 is the equivalent of yield stress
corresponding to uniform strain equal to one (Ref 16). As the
thickness of the copper layer increases, values of this coeffi-
cient for TD grew linearly, with K values for aluminum serving
as the point of reference (Fig. 13b). In the work by Lee and
Kim previously cited (Ref 18), linear growth of the coefficient
K was also noted as the share of one of the components within
the volume of the stainless steel-aluminum bimetal was
increased. To describe the bimetal�s hardening, the authors
applied the two-parameter Hollomon equation in the form of
rt ¼ K etð Þn. In the case of RD (Fig. 13b), growth of the value
of the coefficient K was strongly nonlinear. It should be noted
that, for RD specimens, the scatter of K; n values was high
compared to analogous values of these coefficients in the case
of TD.

The plastic process (cold rolling) during joining of alu-
minum and copper layers introduced preliminary anisotropy,
and further deformation of the Al/Cu bimetallic sheet during
the tensile test generated additional strain anisotropy. One
parameter that makes it possible to assess the deformability of
metal and determine the level of normal anisotropy is the
Lankford coefficient r (Ref 23). It was determined based on
standard ASTM E517-00 (Ref 35). A review of publications
concerning measurement of this coefficient r can be found in
the introduction to a work by Ramos et al. (Ref 36), which
describes the results of experimental tests and simulations
conducted on monolithic, low-carbon steel with the application

of this coefficient. In their paper, Savoie et al. (Ref 37)
described the relationships present between the texture and
values of coefficient r determined for aluminum sheet. With
respect to bimetals, values of the anisotropy coefficient were
analyzed by Lee and Kim (Ref 16) for stainless steel-aluminum
as well as by Sun et al. (Ref 38) for aluminum-copper
composite after pre-deformation.

For the tested materials, the r coefficient was determined by
measuring actual longitudinal and transverse dimensions of the
specimen during tensile tests. This coefficient is defined as
follows:

r ¼
ln b

bo

ln t
to

; ðEq 7Þ

where b; bo—current and initial width of the specimen,
respectively, t; to—current and initial thickness of the speci-
men, respectively.

Table 5 Average values of coefficients from Eq 6 obtained for the aluminum and Al/Cu in the initial state (fCu ¼ 50%)

Angle of specimen cut with
respect to rolling direction a, �

n K (MPa) eo

Al Al/Cu Al Al/Cu Al Al/Cu

0 (RD) 0.117 0.092 283.1 474.6 � 0.0014 � 0.0022
90 (TD) 0.080 0.060 207.3 383.6 � 0.0016 � 0.0026

Fig. 13 Variation of coefficient values of Eq 6 with the increase in
the copper content in Al/Cu bimetal: (a) hardening coefficient n and
(b) coefficient K
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Changes in the thickness of the tested specimens were small
and could have generated large errors during measurement. To
eliminate this inconvenience, the incompressibility condition
was employed, as it is applicable to both copper and aluminum,
which are incompressible materials. Thus, assuming that
l � b � t ¼ lo � bo � to ¼ const:, it can be written that:

r ¼
ln b

bo

ln t
to

¼
ln b

bo

ln b l
bo lo

; ðEq 8Þ

where l; lo—current and initial gauge length of the specimen,
respectively.

The variability of the value of coefficient r for aluminum
and the Al/Cu bimetal accompanying growth of parameter fCu
is shown in Fig. 14. It pertains solely to true and plastic strains.
Values of the coefficient r were determined for the limit level of
uniform (plastic) strain e ¼ 0:3%. Values of the coefficient r
corresponding to aluminum are plotted on the Y axis. For both
RD and TD specimens, r values decreased nonlinearly as
copper content in the bimetal increased. However, the decrease
in r was more intensive in the case of RD specimens, for which
high scatter of the value of coefficient r occurred. It should be
highlighted that, in the case of TD specimens, the mean value
of coefficient r for aluminum was similar to the value of this
coefficient for the Al/Cu bimetal with 25% Cu content. Such
relationships did not occur in the case of RD specimens where
the coefficient r for aluminum was at the level of the value for
the Al/Cu bimetal with approx. 50% Cu content. The addition
of the copper layer to aluminum significantly reduced the value
of r from 0.6 to 0.45 for RD and from 0.65 to 0.55 for TD. As a
result, the ductility of bimetal was reduced, as well as its ability
to deform during plastic forming, which may cause local
reduction of the bimetal sheet thickness.

4. Conclusions

1. The elastoplastic properties of Al/Cu bimetallic speci-
mens characterized by different percentage fraction of
components were strongly dependent on the direction of
rolling the Al/Cu sheet.

2. The law of mixtures incorrectly characterized the elastic
constants of Al/Cu bimetallic structures in the tested
range of percentage shares of components in composite.

3. The impulse excitation technique together with the quasi-
static tensile tests allowed to determine the values of the
Young�s modulus in the directions of orthotropy.

4. It was established that when the copper content in the
Al/Cu bimetallic structure increases, the Lankford ratio
(normal anisotropy coefficient) and the internal friction
nonlinearly decrease.
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